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to Ruccia Likewise, some Russian defectors to the United States
were suspected of posing as defectors in order to gain inside positions in this country. Turn about is fair play, and it would be hard to
devise a more logical way to put a man behind the Iron Curtain.
Feldman pointed out that Oswald paid Miss Pauline Bates, a public
stenographer, to type parts of a manuscript he was writing about his
experiences in the Soviet Union. This was money he could ill afford
to spend. He "hinted he had gone to the Soviet as a U.S. Secret
Agent." Furthermore, he was alleged to have told her, "When the
State Department granted my visa, they stipulated they could not
stand behind me in any way," which could imply that they knew he
was taking a desperate chance acting as an agent and would have to
repudiate him if he was caught.
His activities in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee must have been
costly. He was rumored to have rented at his own expense an office
for thirty dollars a month; he arranged to have leaflets printed and
recruited helpers to distribute them; and when he was arrested he
promptly came up with payment of his fine. These activities did
not sound Iike the work of a "loner."
The police were said to have found $150 in his room when he was
arrested for the shooting of Officer Tippit. Some rime previously he
had purchased a rifle with a telescopic sight and a revolver and had
supposedly spent other money on rifle-range practice and bore sighting of the weapon. Practice rifle shooting is not inexpensive.
And where did he get the money for a quick trip to Mexico City?
His meanderings around the world sounded more like the journeys
of a well-heeled globetrotter than the restricted life of a sometimes
employed laborer without a skill. It was said that if he had obtained a
visa from the Cuban Embassy in Mexico City he intended to junket
over to Havana and then perhaps on to Moscow once more for a
little sight-seeing. This was almost too much to believe. Pravda had
recently explained it by stating that without a doubt Oswald had
been an American spy from the beginning. Again there was the possibility he could have been a CIA agent, perhaps trained by the FBI,
and upon returning to the USA was used to penetrate such groups as
the Fair Play for Cuba Committee. With his background as a defector, he could have made a perfect counteragent to spy on Castro's
supporters.
Feldman recalled that on November 30 the Dallas Times Herald
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The Commission Gets Its First Shock
had carried this Associated Press dispatch—again the allegation that
Oswald had received money via Western Union: "Someone telegraphed small amounts of money to Lee Harvey Oswald for several
months before the assassination of President Kennedy, it was reported today. The unidentified senclek telegraphed Oswald $ ro to
$20 at a time."
The writer of "Oswald and the FBI," after examining some of the
threads in the web, stated what every American would agree to:
"The Warren Commission should, if possible, tell us how President
Kennedy was killed, who killed him, and why. But beyond that it
must tell us if the FBI or any other government intelligence agency
was in any way connected with the alleged assassin, Lee Harvey
Oswald?' The same day on which the Commission was confronted
with this challenge by Attorney General Carr, Feldman summed up
the impressions of most laymen with the observation, "At this moment the possibility of such associations in the young man's life is
intolerably a subject for speculation."
Discussions among members of the Commission on Monday, January 27, indicated they couldn't agree more—but just how to go
about uncovering the facts was not an easy matter.
Because of the background of Mr. Allen Dulles, other members
turned to him for suggestions on how best to'handle this touchy
matter. What were they to do with a story like this?
"This is a terribly hard thing to disprove," he told the others.
"Let's take a specific case," Representative Hale Boggs suggested.
"That fellow Powers was one of your men."
"Oh yes, but he was not an agent. He was an ernployee."
"There was no problem in -proving he was employed by the
.CIA?"
"No, we had a signed contract."
In the case of the U-2 incident and Powers, he was not an undercover agent, as Mr. Dulles pointed out. The problem was far more
difficult with a true undercover agent, where there is nothing in
Mr. Boggs observed with some uneasiness, 'What you do is to
make out a problem, if this be true—make our problem utterly impossible, because you say this rumor can't be dissipated under any
circumstance."
These observations by Allen Dulles pinpointed the difficulty the
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Commission would face in dealing not only with the possibility that
Oswald might be an FBI agent but also with all the myriad rumors
that the imaginations of thousands of writers would create in the
next thousand years.. They dramatized the complexity of the Commission's charge. A free society- must have some secret agencies to
defend itself against the deception of its potential enemies. On the
other hand, secrecy is the enemy of truth, and the Commission was
appointed by the President of the United States to find out all the
circumstances surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy.
Mr. Rankin, chief counsel for the Commission, explained why
Dallas' District Attorney- Wade was so troubled. Wade had told
Rankin about his wartime experiences as a former FBI man.
"He did say. he had considerable experience with the FBI and
knew their practices, that he handled as much as $2,000 a month during the war period in. which he paid off informers and undercover
agents in South America, and he knew that it wasn't revealed on any
records he ever handled who he. was' paying it to and he never got
any receipts, and it wasn't the practice to get receipts; that he would
have a list of numbers in his office—that was one of the most closely
guarded records that he had—and he would put down the amount he
paid off.
"He- was frank, however, about stating that he didn't know
whether that practice continued; he didn't know how they were
doing it; that was a long time ago and how- the FBI would handle any
such transaction now, he didn't know.:
"He thought that the postal box was an ideal way to handle such
transactions and was a way he had used at various times in the past
TOO..

•

"He didn't indicate that he was sure this was the case at all. He
just indicated that it was a possibility, and some of the things that
happened he thought were curious."
In mentioning the use of postal boxes, Wade was thinking of the
habit Oswald had of using these blind addresses wherever he went—
again, why?
The dilemma of the Commission was how to go about checking
the allegation that the FBI was involved in this matter. For more
than thirty years the FBI had been one of the most highly respected
agencies of the United States Government. Not that the members of
the Commission would be awed by the prestige of the bureau or of
20
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its. almost legendary director, J. Edgar Hoover, but
certainly it
would not be justified in plunging into the matte
r in some irresponsible manner that might jeopardize the effectiveness
of an important
agency's future operations. , .
.
The President's- order, creating the Commission
implicitly authorized it to look into the security policies of the Secre
t Service. Every
intelligence agency of the Government also had
to be scrutinized.
The Commission would have to devise an appro
ach that was independent of all these agencies, and yet obviously
the President's Commission could not create a "scientific crime burea
u" of its own just
for the purpose of this inquiry. They would need
trained men from
the. CIA, the Secret Service, local police and certa
inly the FBI. They
would need fingerprint experts, ballistics experts,
handwriting analysts and dozens of other professional helpers.
Thus the matter of
determining at the outset how to handle the rumo
r that Oswald was
connected with the FBI was a test of. the ability of
the Commission
to execute its mission.. Its members approached
this challenge carefully. Senator Russell asked chief counsel Lee Rank
in, "What steps,
if any, have we taken to clear up this matter, Mr.
Rankin, if it can
be. cleared up, to determine whether there is anyth
ing to this or not?"
Mr. Rankin: "Well, we have discussed various
possibilities—that
is, the Chief Justice and myself have—and I want
to tell you. about
them, and I think you will have to instruct us what
you want us to
do.
"We thought, first, about approaching the Depa
rtment with a request that the Attorney General inform us as to
the situation, not
only as to what he would say about whether Oswa
ld was or was not
an undercover agent, but also with the supp
orting data that the
Commission could rely upon.
"I suggested the possibility for the Commission
to consider that I
should go over and see Edgar Hoover myself and
tell him this problem and that he should have as much interest as
the Commission in
trying to put an end to any such_ speculations, not
only by his statement, which I would be frank to tell him I woul
d think would not
be sufficient, but also if it was possible to demo
nstrate by whatever
records and materials they have that it just could
n't be true, and see
if we couldn't get his cooperation to present that
with the understanding that the Commission—and stated understan
ding, at the time
—the Commission would have to feel free to make
such other inves-
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tigation and take testimony if it found it necessary, in order to satisfy the American people that this question of an undercover agent
was out of the picture."
Representative Boggs asked, "What other alternatives are there?"
Mr. Rankin replied, "Well, the other alternative would be to examine Hudkins, the reporter. Also to examine Hosty, the FBI agent
who was working in that area, and to examine the Special Agent in
charge of the area, and to examine Mr. Hoover, under oath, right up
the line.
"We do have a dirty rumor that is very bad for the Commission,
the problem, and it is very damaging to the agencies that are involved in it and it must be wiped out insofar as it is possible to do so
by this Commission.
"So it seemed to me in light of the way I would treat it, if I were
in their position, would be to have someone approach me, tell me the
problem and see what I frankly could do to clear my skirts, if there
was a way to do it, and as long as the Commission didn't agree not
to go further, if they felt that would not satisfy them, I don't see
how the Commission would be prejudiced."
Chairman Warren: "Well, Lee and I both agreed that we
shouldn't leave this thing in this present posture, that we should go
ahead and try to clear the matter up as best we can.
"Now, my own suggestion was to Lee that we 'find out first from
these people as far as we can if there is any substance to it or
whether it is just plain rumor.
"It may be that Hudkins would claim privilege. If he did, I
thought that after we tried to get him to see that it was in the interest of his country to stare the facts that we might go to the publisher
of his paper and see if we couldn't get—enlist him to have this man
tell us where he got his information.
"Lee, on the other hand, felt it would be the better part of cooperation to go over and see Mr. Hoover and tell him frankly what the
rumor was, state that it is pure rumor—we haven't evaluated the
facts—but ask him, first, if it is true, and secondly if he can supply us
with information to establish that these facts are not true, and they
are inconsistent with what would be the way of operation of their
bureau."
Mr. McCloy observed, "If we got a statement from the Department that the Attorney General and perhaps from Mr. Hoover, or
22
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from Mr. Hoover himself, which said,: 'I am telling you that this
man was not in any way employed by the FBI,' or in the case of
John McCloy or the CIA, I think that probably stops us, unless we
run into something . . ."
Mr. Rankin: "Allen, how would you feel about it, if you were
head of the CIA. now, and the same -claim was made and this Commission was worried about the claim being believed by the public,
and they would ask you, would you want the Commission to come
to you directly?"
Mr. Dulles: "Oh, yes, certainly I would."
• Mr. Rankin: "Or would you want us to go out and examine witnesses first?"
Mr. Dulles: "I think I would want you to come so I could give
you leads as to how you could examine witnesses if you wanted to."
Mr: Rankin: "If you had us out examining witnesses about
whether you had the man in your employ, would you feel that we
were not very fair to you?"
Mr. Dulles: "No. I don't think I would."
Mr. Rankin: "That wouldn't bother you."
Mr. Dulles: "No."
Senator Russell: "There is no man in the employ of the Federal
Government who stands higher in the opinion of the American
people than J. Edgar Hoover."
Mr. Dulles: "That is right."
Senator Russell: "Of course, we can get an affidavit from Mr.
Hoover and put it in this record and go on and act on that, but if
we didn't go any further than that, and we don't pursue it down to
Hudkins or whoever it is, there still would be thousands of doubting
Thomases who would believe this man was an FBI agent and you
just didn't try to clear it up and you just took Hoover's word.
"Personally, I would believe J. Edgar Hoover. I have a great deal
of confidence in him."
Mr. Dulles: "I do, too."
Senator Russell: "But the other people—I would believe, a simple
statement as Holy Writ, this one statement without being under
oath, but you can't try cases that way, and you can't base the conclusions of this Commission on that kind of material."
Senator Cooper: "I would like to have your idea about what I
suggested."
2
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Mr. McCloy: "State it again.."
Senator Cooper: "We know these people have been here, so this
speculation or rumor is somewhat official—we will not say it has
..
their approval, but they don't disapprove it." Mr. McCloy: "They have taken cognizance of it? '
Senator Cooper: "That being true, since we are under a duty to
see what Hudkins says about it, where he got that information, my
suggestion was we do that but apprise Mr. Hoover about the facts—
where this information comes from, that we have to inquire into it
that we will inquire into it, and then later talk to him further about
it and see if there are any facts which he ought to know about, and it
would be a matter of justice to him instead of having him disprove it
from the beginning."
Mr. McCloy: "What is your objection, John, to going to Hoover
or the Department of Justice, or the CIA, John McCone, or Under
Secretary of Defense—he has an intelligence unit too—and ask them
if they can give us any information which would prove or disprove
this rumor?"
Senator Cooper: "I haven't got any objection to it, but even if—if
we are dealing with the FBI now—if Mr. Hoover makes his statement, I think still by reason of the fact you have-heard these people
and they have said that Hudkins does have some information about
the truth of it, whether it is so or not, you still are under a duty to
examine them."
Chairman Warren: "'We must go into this thing from both ends,
from the end of the rumormongers and from the end of the FBI, and
if we come into a cul de sac—well, there we are, but we can report
on it.
"Now that is the way it would appeal to me. These are things
where people can reasonably disagree. Whatever you want to do I
am willing to approach it in that manner."
Mr. Rankin: "Would it be acceptable to go ahead and find out
what we could about these—"
Mr. McCloy: "Hudkins' sources."
Mr. Rankin: "Then if he [J. Edgar Hoover] reacts and says, 'I
want to show you that it couldn't be,' or something like that, beforehand, what about that kind of an approach?"
Chairman Warren: "Well, Lee, I wouldn't be in favor of going to
any agency and saying, 'We would like to do this.' I think we ought
24
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to know what we are going- to do, and do it, and take our chances
one way or the other.
"I don't believe we should apologize or make it look, that we
are in
any way- reticent about making any investigation that comes to
the
Commission."
Mr. RanIcin: "I don't think the country is going to be satisfied
with the mere statement from, not to use Mr. Hoover's name,
but
just examine about any intelligence agency that Oswald wasn't
hired,
in light of this kind of an accusation, a rumor.
"I think that the country is going to expect this Commission
to try
to find our the facts as to how those things are handled to such
an
extent that this Commission can fairly say, `In our opinion,
he was
or was nor an employee of any intelligence agency of the
United
States.' "
It.was the consensus of all seven men that the only way to procee
d
was to conduct extensive and thorough hearings of as many
witnesses as was necessary- to exhaust not just this rumor but
dozens of
other rumors. Where doubts were cast on any United States
agency,
independent experts would be hired and the investigation condu
cted
in such a way as to avoid reliance on a questioned author
ity. No
matter what the cost in time or money, every facet of the events
in
Dallas had to be explored. The Commission drew up an exhau
stive
list of witnesses and collected for analysis all pertinent books
and
magazines and newspaper articles. The staff compiled a directo
ry of
names of all persons said to have had any part in the matter
. Then
began months of hearings, hours of taking sworn testimony,
which
led from one skein of facts to another. Seldom has a crime appear
ed
to be more complicated and mysterious. Never has a crime
been so
thoroughly investigated. From that investigation comes
this biography of an assassin.
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Discussions among members of the Commission on Monday. January 17, indicated they couldn't agree more—but just how to go
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"They N a terribly hard thing to disprove,:;.he told the others.
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In the case of the 11-_ incident and Powers, he was not an undercover agent, as Mr. Dulles pointed nut. The problem was far more
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Mr. McCloy observed. "If we got a statement from the Department that the Attorney General and perhaps from Mr. Iloover4 or
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and they would ask you, would you want the Cow:i
:rn to come
to you directly? "
Mr. Milks: "Oh, yes, certainly
I
would.
"
Mr. Rankin: "Or would you want
us to go out and examine witnesses first? "
Mr. Dulles: "I think I would
want you to come so I could
give
you leads
as
to
how
you could examine witnesses if you wanted to.
"
Mr, Rankin: "
if you had us out examining witnesses about
whether you had the man in your employ, would you feel that
we
were not very fair to you? "
Mr. Dulles: "No, I don't think I would."
Mr. Rankin: "That wouldn't bother you.
"
Mr. Dulles: "No."
Senator Russell: "There is no
man
in
the
employ
of
the
Federal
Government who stands higher in the opinion of the
American
people than J. Edgar !louver."
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Senator Russell: "13ut the other people—I
would
belie.
e, a simple
statement as Holy 11'rit, this
one
statement
without
!win:: under
oath, but you can try cases that way,
and
you
can
't base the eonclucions of this Commission on that kind of material.
"
SnatrirCooper: "I would like to
have your idea About what I
suggested."

Mr. Dulles: "That is right."
Senator Russell: "
Of
course,
we
can get an affidavit from Mr.
I!waver and put it in this record
and go on and act on that, but if
we didn't go any further titan that, and we don't
pursue it down to
Hudkins or whoever it is, there still would be thousands
of doubting
Thomases who would believe this man was an hill
agent and you
just didn't try to clear it up and you just took I loovcr
'
s
word.
"Personally, I
would believe J. Edgar Iloover, I have a great
deal
of confidence in him."
Mr. Dulles: "I do, too."

14 An 1,4 • rle thou this question of an undricoser agent
the
5.
tke' tf(
Was ont
IY: Cad
L
//V
"What oth‘t ahcrnviscs :4•
re? "
'AN 4.11, rive other Alternative w ould Le to c%Mr. It it:',e; 4.
fl
esaminc losts-,
FRI Is,,ent
, !!
I
ho was w.fr Ii111;:
t!..it ca, and to 4.x.imine the •Spciial At:ent in
sChart-,n: of the AIL.% and to esainine Mr. I loover, under oath, titIlit up
the line. Lo L-Pvt-,5
"We do have a dirty rumor that is eery had for the Commission,
the problem/ and it is %cry damaging to the agencies that arc involved in it and it must be wiped out insofar as it is possible to do so
by this Commission.
rAar
"So it seemed to me in light t ithe way I would treat its if I were
in their position/would be to have someone approach mc, tell mc the
problem and sec what I frankly could do to clear my skirtsy if there
was a way to do its and as long As the Commission didn't agree not
to go further, if they felt that would not satisfy them, I don't see
how the Commission lk mild he prejudiced."
K-1 7t,
Chairman
Warren: "1~'cll, Lcc and I both agreed that we
NO. 3
Ski!' re,
shouldn't leave this thing in this present posture, that we should go
ahead and try to clear the matter up as best we can. vie (la cup( a ih`A,.. 41P-10. II
"Now, my own suggestion was to Lee that we find out first from
these people as far as we can if there is any substance to it or
whether it is just plain rumor. • . 2 W (sk.totrr, Ai I (4tenC ij CI /on' tz- 0
2
"It may be t h at I iudkins would claim privilege. If he did, I
thought that after we tried to get him to sec that it was in the interest of his country to state the facts that we might go to the publisher
e 7o
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Mr. McCoy: "State it again."
Senator Cooper: -We I.,n_.),yv oc..e
here,
speculation or 10111,a
Oftii
%% it!
.111r< al p? oVal, I,ut t
di'n't ilistp riv e it."
pi
Mr. M et-Airy: " I ht y have
coi:nizattr.e of it."
Senator Cooper ,-. I .1.1:It 4111.riUetriw, j.,;!14:t; &mit- air tioktri
sec what I
ludki
aliou
ns
uric
t
lift
it
ih.0
oil',
in
suggestion was we do thatt hut appir:e Air. I looter about the
f
where this information comes .fr-othilso we
have to inquire into it,
Ong we will inquire into it, and then
talk to him bother about
it and sec if there arc any facts which he ough
t to know about, and it
would be
a
matte
r
of
justic
e
to
hint
inste
ad
of
havin
g
hint disprove it
from the beginning."
7,q-35
I
'mod
Air. Alcaoy: "What is your Liltection, John, to
goin
g
Of
hoover
or the Department of Justice4,."-Or the CIA, John McCune,
or JiirnderSecretary of Defensvr he has an intelligenc
e
unit
toty---and-ask tlreln
-40they can give us any informatkin which woul
d prove or disprove
this rumogr
•
Senator Cooper: "I haven't got 01:5; objection
to its but even ifif
we arc dealing with the FBI no ;.-if Mr. Hoo
ver makes his statement, I think still by reason of the fact you have
heard these people
and they have said that I ludkins does have sonic
information about
the truth of it, whether it is
or not, you still arc under a duty to
examine them."
SO' To Chairman 'Warren: "We must go into
this thing from both ends,
40 9 from the end of the rumormongers and from the end
of
the
FBI,
and
if we come into a eulde mei:44,W, there we air but we can repo
rt
-.444444._ vim y
on it.
it IS

"Now that is the way it would appeal to tut.
These arc things
where people can reasonably disagree.
Wha
tever
you
want
to
do
I
am willing to approach it in that mann
014
emir]
°WU
er."
1.
-4
rr.v
TV co,y4
KI7t)
.;5Mr. Rankin: "Would it be acceptable to gui )/Terl. and fi nd
out
; 63
what we could about these—"
re) w, . HOC v
. (iX)
Mr. McCloy: "I ludkins' sources."
Mr. Rankin: "Then if he f J. Edgar Hoover]
reacts rt.,d says, 'I
want to show you that it coul
dn't
be,'
or
some
thing like that, beforehand, what about that kind of an approach?
"
Chairman AVarren: "Well, Lcc, I wouldn't be
in favor of going to
any agency and saying, 'We would like to do
this.' I think we ought
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ice air rTiojw , to do,

it 0,111.1,
it
•
•.
t- in
111 . •
•
ins
11131
t o t he
.10:1.
L.- ,,,P('''r."11(1/1/.7 .0-1 )-cf -":"
NIL
' I don't thin]. the tountrs is
tolin
v.
to k- 'fished
ti-,'
st crewcut front, not to
ti‘e
Air.
nom
er's none, but
just exanairic A!ttrist ant- intelligence agency that
Osuald wasn't hired,
in light of thi, l:ind of an accusation, a rumor.
"I think that the coun
try is going to expect this Cominio.ion 10 try
to find out the factsjas
or how those things arc handled to such an
extent that this Commission can fairly say, 'In
our opinion, he was
or was not an employee of any intelligence
agency of the United
States.'"

/•

It
was the consensus of all seven men that the only
way to proceed
was to conduct extensive and thorough hear
ings of as many witnesses as was necessary to exhaust not just this
rumor but dozens of
other rumors. 11•here doubts were cast on any
United States agency,
independent experts would be hired and the inves
tigati
on
cond
ucted
in such a way as to avoid reliance on a ques
tione
d
auth
ority
. No
matter what the cost in time or money, every
facet
of
the
even
ts in
Dallas had to be explored. The Commission
drew
up
an
exha
ustive
list of witnesses and collected for an ilysis
all
perti
nent
books and
magazines and newspaper articles. The
staff
comp
iled
a directory of
names of all persons said to have had
any
part
in
the matter. Then
began months of hearings, hours of
takin
g
swor
n testimony, which
led from one skein of facts to another. Seldom
has a crime appeared
to be more complicated and mysterious. Neve
r has a crime been so
thoroughly investigated. From that investiga
tion comes this biography of an assassin.
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